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Abstract: Small (<8kW) non-road engines are a significant source of pollutants such as particle number 11 
(PN) emissions. Many small non-road engines do not have diesel particulate filters (DPFs). They are so 12 
designed that air-fuel ratio (AFR) can be adjusted to control visible diesel smoke and particulate matter 13 
(PM) resulting from larger accumulation mode particles. However, the effect of AFR variation on smaller 14 
nucleation mode nanoparticle emissions is not well understood. Several studies on larger engines have 15 
reported a trade-off between smaller and larger particles. In this study, AFR was independently varied over 16 
the entire engine map of a naturally aspirated (NA) non-road small diesel engine using forced induction 17 
(FI) of externally compressed air. AFR’s ranged from 57-239 compared to the design range of 23-92 for 18 
the engine, including unusually high AFR’s at full-load operation, not previously reported for conventional 19 
combustion. As expected, larger accumulation mode particles were lowered (up to 15 times) for FI 20 
operation. However, the smaller nucleation mode nanoparticles increased up to 15 times. Accumulation 21 
mode particles stopped decreasing above an AFR threshold while nucleation particles continuously 22 
increased. In-cylinder combustion analysis showed a slightly smaller ignition delay and higher burn rate 23 
for FI cases relative to NA operation. Much higher peak cylinder pressures were accompanied by much 24 
lower combustion and exhaust gas temperatures (EGT), due to higher in-cylinder mass during FI operation. 25 
Peak nucleation mode emissions were shown to be negatively correlated to EGT for all the data, collapsing 26 
on a single curve. This is consistent with some other studies reporting increased nucleation mode emissions 27 
(and higher accumulation mode particles) with decreased load, lower speed, lower EGR, advanced 28 
combustion phasing and higher injection pressure, all of which reduce EGT. The nucleation-accumulation 29 
trade-off has been explained by the ‘adsorption hypothesis’ by some investigators. In the current work, an 30 
alternative/supplemental argument has been made for the possibility that lower cylinder temperatures 31 
during the late-burning phase (correlated to lower EGT) phase hampers oxidation of nucleation mode 32 
particles and increases nucleation mode emissions. 33 

1.Introduction: Although automotive engineers routinely use air-fuel ratio (AFR) to reduce particulate 34 
matter (PM) over engine drive cycles or to control smoke spikes during dynamic operation (Brahma 2012 35 
a, b, 2013), they primarily rely on diesel particulate filters (DPFs) to meet PM emission targets. In contrast, 36 
the smallest non-road engines generally do not have DPFs and engineers rely on AFR (either through 37 
adjustment or design) to control smoke/PM. The smallest engine category for non-road diesel engines 38 
defined by the US Environmental Protection Agency is < 8 kW. Currently applicable tier-4 standards (US 39 
EPA Tier 4 ruling 2004) require PM emission below 0.4 g/kW-hr for the smallest diesel off-road engines, 40 
(0.6 g/kW-hr for hand-starting engines) as compared to 0.03 g/kW-hr or lower for engines > 19 kW. Some 41 
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small engines, e.g. air-cooled industrial diesel engines below 8 kW currently meet these standards without 42 
DPF technology.  In such cases AFR plays a vital role in PM control. At any given engine speed, the 43 
maximum power of naturally aspirated diesels is limited by diesel smoke or particulate mass limits. Since 44 
the air flow rate remains nearly constant, the air-fuel ratio (AFR) is constrained by setting an upper limit 45 
on  the mass of fuel injected per stroke. For a turbocharged engine, the AFR can be limited by adjusting 46 
both fuel as well as air flow rate. However, the effect of AFR on particle number (PN) emissions is not well 47 
studied. The limited literature on the subject, mostly from automotive engines, suggests that decreasing 48 
particulate mass might inadvertently increase PN. The current work explores this possibility for small non-49 
road diesel engines by changing AFR using external compressed air. The literature is reviewed shortly after 50 
further elaboration of this motivation.  51 

Particle emissions from diesel engines usually form a bi-modal and sometimes tri-modal distribution. The 52 
smallest particles below 50 nm typically constitute more than 90% of particle number and less than 20% of 53 
particle mass. These small particles are formed from nucleation of  volatile organic compounds, Sulphur 54 
compounds and metallic compounds as well as solid carbon. They and are collectively known as ‘nucleation 55 
mode’ particles (Kittelson 1998). The second mode comprises of larger particles typically between 100-56 
1000 nm. Most of the particle mass is concentrated within the 100-300 nm range (Kittelson 1998). The 57 
particles in this mode are collectively termed ‘accumulation mode’ particles. They consist of carbonaceous 58 
agglomerates and associated adsorbed materials. Several investigations including the current work have 59 
reported an increase in nucleation mode particle number when engine operating conditions are adjusted to 60 
reduce the larger accumulation mode particles, and vice-versa. This nucleation-accumulation trade-off can 61 
also be considered a particle number (PN) versus particulate mass (PM) tradeoff, and is of primary interest 62 
in the current work. The third mode of particle size distributions is formed from accumulation particles that 63 
are deposited on engine surfaces and re-entrained to grow bigger. They are typically larger than 1000 nm 64 
and referred to as ‘coarse mode’ particles.  65 
  66 
While diesel particulates have been correlated with many types of health hazards (Sydbom et al. 2001, 67 
Brunekreef & Holgate 2002, Englert 2004, Pope III et al. 2006, Ristkovski et al. 2012), the relative toxicity 68 
of nucleation versus accumulation particles is not currently well understood, and limited literature exists on 69 
the subject (Xue et al. 2019). Still, nucleation particles are of particular concern because their small size 70 
can potentially allow them to infiltrate into the blood stream through the lungs and then transported to other 71 
organs (Oberdörster et al. 2004, 2005). A recent experimental study has demonstrated that nucleation 72 
particles have a higher probability of being deposited in the human respiratory tract (Rissler et al. 2012). 73 
At the same time, a nucleation mode-accumulation mode trade-off for non-volatile particles has been 74 
reported by several investigators in response to changes in engine load, injection timing and other 75 
parameters. A recent comprehensive investigation by Reijnders et. al. (2018) has shown a consistent trade-76 
off for 500 individual engine operating conditions generated by varying engine load, exhaust gas 77 
recirculation (EGR) fraction, injection pressure, injection timing and engine speed for a heavy-duty engine 78 
using 18 different fuels. Such trade-offs are likely to have significant health implications. 79 
 80 

Reijnders et. al. used a heavy-duty diesel engine for their work. However, no such study exists for small 81 
diesel engines which are used for a multitude of industrial, agricultural and residential applications 82 
worldwide, particularly in regions with unreliable electricity grids. For example, a 2014 world bank report 83 
(World bank report, 2014) that seeks to quantify emissions from diesel generators in Nigeria reports that 84 
the deficit between demand (ranging between 7500-10,000 MW) and power from the grid (about 4500 85 
MW) was largely met by gasoline and diesel generators, of which about 780 MW-1820 MW was produced 86 
by residential gensets. Though the majority of these gensets were run on subsidized gasoline, nearly 14% 87 
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of Nigerian households that reported purchasing fuel for power used diesel fuel (467,612 diesel gensets). 88 
Most small diesel engines is such situations are unlikely to have DPFs or restrictions on PN emissions. 89 
They might be calibrated to eliminate visible smoke and/or to meet particulate mass standards. But in doing 90 
so, is it possible that nanoparticle emissions might increase? The current work attempts to answer this 91 
question by systematically increasing the AFR to eliminate visible smoke and PM. Results suggest a similar 92 
trade-off between smaller and larger particles as reported by other researchers using larger engines. Hence 93 
it is possible that small diesel engines without DPF’s could be a significant source of nanoparticles in close 94 
human proximity because they were calibrated to ‘clean’ without visible smoke using AFR adjustments. 95 
Environmental and public health policy makers should be aware of nanoparticle emissions from diesel 96 
generators and other equipment. 97 

Note that the current study did not seek to isolate the causative effect of AFR variation by holding other all 98 
parameters constant. Changes in combustion phasing as well as injected fuel mass accompanied AFR 99 
variation, but the focus was on capturing the resulting nucleation-accumulation trade-off. A novel aspect 100 
of the current work is the extremely high AFR’s achieved at full load. Most diesel engines, including 101 
turbocharged engines operate in the 15-30 AFR range at full load to maximize power while meeting the 102 
smoke limit. An AFR of 70 at full load was achieved in the current work by using externally compressed 103 
air injection and hardware changes to handle almost twice peak cylinder pressure and increased vibration. 104 
The authors could not find comparable numbers in literature for conventional diesel combustion. The initial 105 
intent was to determine if PM emissions could be significantly reduced at extremely high AFRs, given their 106 
effectiveness of conventional AFR adjustments in meeting smoke and PM limits. Surprisingly, nucleation 107 
mode particles were seen to increase continuously through this extreme increase of AFR, while 108 
accumulation mode particles decrease asymptotically after a sharp drop-off likely co-incident with the 109 
disappearance of visible smoke (smoke opacity was not measured). The data is available upon request, and 110 
could be useful for understanding and modeling particle size distributions (PSDs), a relatively new area of 111 
research, see work by Duvvuri et al. (2019) for example. The relationship between nucleation mode peak 112 
fuel specific particle numbers and exhaust temperature, discussed later, is also of fundamental interest. Note 113 
that only non-volatile nucleation mode particles have been measured in the current work primarily to 114 
circumvent the measurement uncertainties associated with volatile and semi-volatile species. Such species 115 
are known to form and grow during the dilution process, and are known to depend on dilution conditions, 116 
see for example work by  Khaled et. al. (1999) or Montajir et. al. (2005). Further, the impact of volatile 117 
nucleation particles in the atmosphere (in the real world outside a laboratory) is not clear. For example, 118 
Fushimi et. al. (2008) made particle measurements at a roadside and a background site 200 m away. The 119 
nucleation mode peak detected at the roadside was absent at the background site, suggesting evaporation 120 
and possible coagulation of volatile nuclei-mode particles. Hence it seems justified to attempt to eliminate 121 
volatiles and semi-volatiles in order to measure the non-volatile particles in a consistent manner.    122 

For gasoline engines, particularly DISI engines, there exist a plethora of studies investigating the effect of 123 
independent variation of AFR on particle PSD, e.g. be He et al. (2012), probably because gasoline engine 124 
operation is much more sensitive to AFR variation than diesels. Diesel studies tend to focus on the effects 125 
of injection parameters and exhaust gas circulation, e.g. works by Bertola at al. (2001) and others (Desantes 126 
et al. 2005, Leidenberger et al. 2012, Labecki et al. 2013, Xu et al. 2014 a, b, Mohiuddin et al. 2021). There 127 
exists a significant amount of work investigating the effect of engine operating conditions on the size, 128 
structure and morphology of diesel particles, e.g. works by Zhu et al. (2005) and Lu et al. (2012). One of 129 
the earliest works relating AFR to particle morphology by Roessler et al. (1981) reported greater 130 
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agglomeration and higher elemental carbon at low AFRS, and less agglomeration and higher volatile 131 
components at high AFRs. More recently, Mühlbauer et al. (2013) independently varied boost pressure, 132 
injection pressure and injection timing and measured mean particle diameter, among other things. A 133 
decreasing trend in the mean particle diameter with increasing AFR/boost as well as injecting timing was 134 
observed. Similar observations were made by Crookes et al. (2003) and Lapuerta et al. (2007). Yamada et 135 
al. (2011) analyzed exhaust from a diesel vehicle and correlated larger peaks and larger diameters for the 136 
accumulation mode to lower AFRs. 137 

None of the above works report the effect of AFR on the entire particle size distribution (PSD). However, 138 
several recent works exploring Homogenous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) engines or other non-139 
conventional combustion technologies have examined the sensitivity of the entire PSD to AFR. Kaiser et 140 
al. (2005) for example independently varied the AFR between 50-230 on an HCCI engine. The charge 141 
temperature was adjusted so that combustion started near top dead center for all cases. The accumulation 142 
mode dominated at AFR=50, peaking at around 100 nm, but was much reduced as AFR was increased. At 143 
AFR=70, the nucleation mode, which was showing modest increases with increasing AFR, suddenly spiked 144 
up as the dominant mode, and kept increasing until the maximum AFR = 230. Data was taken with and 145 
without a thermodenuder to determine the fraction of semi-volatile particles. Although about 80% of 146 
nucleation particles at AFR>85 were determined to be semi-volatile, it can be concluded from the plots 147 
presented that even solely non-volatile particles would still be the dominant (nucleation) mode at about 25 148 
nm at some of the highest AFRs. The authors have attributed the spike in nucleation at high AFRs to 149 
incomplete combustion. 150 

In contrast to AFR/boost/equivalence ratio sweeps, numerous studies reporting the relationship between 151 
PSDs and engine load exist. AFR is not varied independently in most of these studies but it is strongly 152 
correlated to load. These studies, e.g. work by Srivastava et al. (2011)  point to a rising accumulation peak 153 
and increasing diameter at which the peak is located, when load is increased. Conversely, the nucleation 154 
mode tends to increase at low loads. This pattern has been reported for different fuels, e.g. with gas-to-155 
liquid (GTL) fuels (Li et al. 2007) and even with gasoline engines (Gupta et al. 2010). Such a trade-off has 156 
even been reported between different engine generations; Kittelson (1998) has reported less accumulation 157 
and more nucleation particles for a newer lower emission engine relative to an older engine. The nucleation-158 
accumulation trade-off is a consistent theme in literature. 159 

The role of lubricating oil in particle formation, particularly nucleation mode particles, has been scrutinized 160 
in recent years. Jung, Kittelson & Zachariah (2003) dosed diesel fuel with 2% lubricating oil, and reported 161 
an order of magnitude increase in diesel particles. More recently, Pirjola et al. (2015) examined particle 162 
emissions from a turbocharged direct injection gasoline passenger car using five different lubricating oil 163 
formations (with low Sulphur gasoline) and found that lubricating oil contributed to both volatile and non-164 
volatile emissions during acceleration and steady state operation. Transient operation was strongly 165 
influenced by lubricating oil. A positive correlation was found between metal additives and particle 166 
emissions. Similarly, Kim et al. (2020) recently reported a strong relationship between the physiochemical 167 
properties and additive constituents and particle emissions from a light duty diesel engine.  168 

What follows is a methods section followed by a separate results and discussion section. 169 

2. Methods: Experimental apparatus and the test plan is described in separate sub-sections. 170 
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2.1 Experimental Apparatus: High AFRs were achieved by forced induction (FI) of compressed air into 171 
a naturally aspirated (NA) engine. Figure 1 shows a schematic of apparatus. Externally compressed air at 172 
150 PSI pressure was ducted through a pressure regulator and water separator into a 30-gallon storage tank 173 
used to supply air during FI operation. The capacitance of the storage tank ensured a steady flow rate of air 174 
to the engine irrespective of fluctuations in the building compressed air supply (supplied from a much larger 175 
storage tank that was periodically recharged by a compressor when building consumption reduced tank 176 
pressure below the lower limit). A pneumatically powered solenoid activated the three-way valve enabled 177 
the switch between the storage tank (FI operation) or the ambient air (NA operation) without interrupting 178 
engine operation. 179 

The intake air then passed through a laminar flow element (Meriam model 50 MR2-2) where differential 180 
pressure measurements (Validyne model DP103, 5-PSI range) and boost pressure measurements (Validyne 181 
model DP 15, 20-PSI range) were made to measure fresh air flow rate. A 0.4-liter air-cooled 6.3 kW single 182 
cylinder Yanmar diesel engine (model L100EE) with a compression ratio of 20:1 was used for this study, 183 
see Table 1 for specifications. 184 

A piezoelectric pressure transducer (PCB model 115A04) and optical crank angle encoder (BEI HS35, 185 
resolution 1o) were used to measure in-cylinder pressure and crank angle respectively. Intake, exhaust and 186 
oil temperatures were measured with type-k thermocouples, and exhaust pressure was measured with a 5-187 
psi range (Omega model PX239) transducer. Diesel fuel was conditioned at 40o C using a (Brinkman Lauda 188 
model RC20) recirculating chiller heater water bath, before being supplied to the engine. Commercially 189 
available ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel was used in batches for different parts of the study outlined in the test 190 
plan, and all comparison between NA and FI particle size distributions (PSDs) have been made using the 191 
same fuel.  192 

Engine exhaust was sampled at the exhaust port by suction into a rotating disk thermo-diluter (TSI 193 
379020A). The sample line was an approximately 4-m long coiled copper tubing. The coil was necessary 194 
to damp the vibrations from the single-cylinder engine during FI operation, and to cool the exhaust gases 195 
from a maximum of 600o C to the maximum permissible thermo-diluter temperature of 200o C. The heated 196 
thermo-diluter block was maintained at 1500C and hot dilution occurred at a 30:1 ratio with a constant 1.5 197 
L/min supply of filtered particle-free dilution air. The diluted gas was then fed to a thermal conditioner (TSI 198 
379030) where an evaporation tube maintained at 400o C was used to eliminate semi-volatile matter, before 199 
secondary dilution at a 6:1 ratio. The hot dilution process was intended to reduce the partial pressure of the 200 
volatile and semi-volatile species at high temperature to eliminate nanodroplet nucleation after eventual 201 
cooldown. According to the manufacturer, TSI instruments, this combination of thermo-diluter and thermal 202 
conditioner is sufficient to meet the volatile particle removal system (VPR) specified by the UN-ECE 203 
regulation 83 covering particle measurement from light duty diesels across Europe (TSI application notes-204 
a). The diluted gas (overall dilution ratio = 180) was then supplied to a fast particle sizer (TSI EEPS 3090) 205 
which is a differential electrical mobility spectrometer. After measurement, the gas was ported to the inlet 206 
of the exhaust fan used to ventilate the laboratory. A three-way valve at the inlet of the spectrometer allowed 207 
the measurement of ambient air periodically. Particle size distributions (PSDs) were recorded for five 208 
minutes for every engine operating condition. The last 3 minutes of this data was averaged for all results 209 
presented.        210 
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 211 

                                                                                        Table 1. Engine Specifications 212 
Make/Model Yanmaar/L100EE 
Number of Cylinders 1 
Displacement 0.418 liters 
Maximum Power (continuous) 6.3 kW 
Bore x Stroke 86 mm x 72 mm 
Compression Ratio 20:1 
Fuel Injection Timing 17o ± 0.5o bTDC 
Fuel Injection Pressure 19.6 Mpa 
Intake Timing (open/closed) 22.3 bTDC / 54.7 bTDC 
Exhaust Timing (open/closed) 21.7 bTDC / 55.3 aTDC  
Cooling System Air Cooled 
Lubricating System Forced (Trochoid pump) 
EGR System None 

 213 

2.2 Test Plan: Data was acquired for two different tests: a. Engine map traverse where NA and FI data was 214 
acquired for speed-load combinations spanning area under the engine torque curve and b. AFR sweeps at 215 
full load for different speeds using FI. Owing to fuel storage constraints, the two tests used two separate 216 
batch of fuel, but all data within each test used the same fuel. Since fuel chemistry has a strong influence 217 
on PSDs, all comparisons and trade-offs presented in this work use the same fuel. 218 

PSDs were recorded at five different engine loads and three different engine speeds for both NA and FI 219 
operation. Table 2 shows engine operating conditions for these 5x3x2=30 data points. The FI cases (shaded) 220 

Fig 1. Experimental setup to measure particle size distributions (PSDs) while switching between naturally aspirated (NA) 
and forced induction (FI0 operation at the same uninterrupted engine operating condition 
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are indicated by the 20 PSI setting in the pressure regulator column, and correspond to about 2 bar pressure 221 
intake pressure. Although not particularly high compared to turbocharged engines, the higher boost pressure 222 
is not accompanied by an increase in fuel flow rate, resulting in high AFR. In fact, the FI cases have a lower 223 
fuel flow rate at the same load because of the extra pump work done by the externally compressed air. 224 
Resulting FI air-fuel ratios (AFRs) vary between 57-239 and full-load AFRs vary between 57-78 relative 225 
to 23-28 for NA cases (automotive turbocharged engines generally operate between 15-30 at full load) . 226 
Note that full load shown in table 2 is defined as 12 ft-lb torque even though the torque curve is a little 227 
higher; this was necessitated by exhaust temperature limits to protect the Thermo-diluter (3200 RPM above 228 
12 ft-lb exceeded 600o C because the engine was air-cooled). Also note that the BMEP numbers for FI cases 229 
have not been adjusted to account for the pump work done by the compressed air.   230 

Table 2. Data points used for the operating map study comprising of NA and FI cases for five loads across three engine speeds 231 
spanning the operating map (2 x 5 x 3 = 30 data pints). FI cases are shaded. 232 

Speed Load BMEP 
Torque Pressure 

Regulator 
PR2 Setting 

Intake 
Pressure 

Fuel Flow 
Rate 

Air Flow 
Rate 

A/F Ratio 
(AFR) 

Exhaust 
Temperature 

(RPM) (Percent) Bar ft-lb (PSI) (Bar) (kg/hr) (kg/hr) (None) (Degree C) 
1800 0% 0 0 NA 1.01 0.27 25 92 133 
1800 25% 1.2 3 NA 1.01 0.36 24 67 181 
1800 50% 2.4 6 NA 1.01 0.49 24 49 242 
1800 75% 3.7 9 NA 1.01 0.65 24 37 310 
1800 100% 4.9 12 NA 1.01 0.86 24 28 399 
1800 0% 0 0 20 2.11 0.22 53 239 44 
1800 25% 1.2 3 20 2.11 0.32 53 164 65 
1800 50% 2.4 6 20 2.11 0.44 54 123 90 
1800 75% 3.7 9 20 2.12 0.55 51 93 116 
1800 100% 4.9 12 20 2.12 0.68 53 78 146 
  
2500 0% 0 0 NA 1.00 0.45 35 79 178 
2500 25% 3 3 NA 1.01 0.58 35 61 225 
2500 50% 6 6 NA 1.00 0.77 35 45 288 
2500 75% 9 9 NA 1.01 0.98 35 35 365 
2500 100% 12 12 NA 1.01 1.27 34 27 458 
2500 0% 0 0 20 2.01 0.39 75 192 78 
2500 25% 1.2 3 20 2.02 0.54 75 140 102 
2500 50% 2.4 6 20 2.01 0.70 74 106 130 
2500 75% 3.7 9 20 2.02 0.89 75 84 163 
2500 100% 4.9 12 20 2.02 1.07 75 70 196 
  
3200 0% 0 0 NA 1.00 0.69 42 62 246 
3200 25% 3 3 NA 1.00 0.85 43 50 298 
3200 50% 6 6 NA 1.00 1.11 42 38 377 
3200 75% 9 9 NA 1.00 1.40 42 30 460 
3200 100% 12 12 NA 1.01 1.84 43 23 609 
3200 0% 0 0 20 1.92 0.66 93 142 134 
3200 25% 1.2 3 20 1.92 0.84 94 111 164 
3200 50% 2.4 6 20 1.91 1.07 92 86 199 
3200 75% 3.7 9 20 1.93 1.32 89 68 236 
3200 100% 4.9 12 20 1.94 1.58 89 57 279 

 233 
Each data point shown in Table 2 was allowed to stabilize for 10 minutes, followed by 5 minutes of data 234 
acquisition that was then averaged for use. Fuel rate was measured by recording the change of mass of the 235 
fuel reservoir sitting on a scale over that time period. Without flow meter-based measurements, it was not 236 
possible to adjust fuel rate to be identical between NA and FI. For in-cylinder data, fifty engine cycles were 237 
acquired for every data point and averaged for combustion analysis. Spectrometer data was directly supplied 238 
to the computer via USB, while all other signals were processed by National Instruments (NI) data 239 
acquisition device (DAQ). NI software LABVIEW was used to acquire all data except spectrometer data. 240 
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The exhaust temperature was measured at the exhaust port using a ‘T-Junction’ with the aerosol sample 241 
line. Note the low exhaust temperatures for FI operation, owing to higher in-cylinder mass. As will be 242 
discussed later, low exhaust temperature was correlated to high nucleation in the current work, and can also 243 
be used to explain nucleation-accumulation trade-offs reported in literature.   244 

Table 3. Data points used for the Air-Fuel Ratio (AFR) sweep study at full load, comprising of four pressure regulator PR2 settings 245 
at three different engine speeds (4 x 3 = 12 data points) 246 

Speed Load BMEP 
 
Torque 

PR2 
Setting 

Intake 
Pressure 

Fuel Flow 
Rate 

Air Flow 
Rate 

A/F Ratio 
(AFR) 

Exhaust 
Temperature 

(RPM) (Percent) Bar ft-lb (PSI) (Bar) (kg/hr) (kg/hr) (None) (Degree C) 
1800 100 4.9 12 NA 1.01 0.86 25 29 370 
1800 100 4.9 12 5 1.25 0.78 32 41 279 
1800 100 4.9 12 10 1.45 0.76 37 48 234 
1800 100 4.9 12 20 2.11 0.74 53 72 153 
2500 100 4.9 12 NA 1.00 1.28 33 26 446 
2500 100 4.9 12 5 1.24 1.18 42 36 354 
2500 100 4.9 12 10 1.43 1.14 50 43 304 
2500 100 4.9 12 20 2.06 1.09 75 68 203 
3200 100 4.9 12 NA 1.00 1.83 43 24 583 
3200 100 4.9 12 5 1.16 1.66 51 30 442 
3200 100 4.9 12 10 1.27 1.65 57 35 403 
3200 100 4.9 12 20 1.90 1.63 93 57 278 

                                                                                                                                                                                247 
Table 3 shows engine operating points for the AFR sweep study in which pressure regulator was set at 5, 248 
10 and 20 PSI during FI operation at full load for the three engine speeds. This allowed independent 249 
variation of AFR from its NA value without changing any parameter other than the slightly lower fuel rate 250 
owing to the pump work done by the compressed air. It can be seen that there is a smooth progression in 251 
AFR accompanied by a corresponding reduction in exhaust temperature.                                                                                                                                                                                            252 

3. Results: The results of the engine map traverse and AFR sweep at full load are presented separately, 253 
followed by in-cylinder combustion analysis for selected points. Subsequent to uncertainty analysis, all 254 
results are discussed together in section 4. 255 

3.1 Engine Map Traverse: Forced induction (FI) at 20 PSI pressure was undertaken at three different 256 
speeds (1800 RPM, 2500 RPM, 3500 RPM) and five different loads (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) to span 257 
operating map of the engine. Figure 2 compares the particle concentration in the raw exhaust for natural 258 
aspiration (NA, left-hand figures) with forced induction (FI, right-hand figures) for these fifteen operating 259 
conditions. Each row corresponds to a different engine speed, and each plot shows the five loads at that 260 
speed. The AFR at each load is indicated on the legend.  261 

All cases show a bi-modal distribution with a nucleation and accumulation mode. The third possible mode 262 
(coarse particles>1000 nm), if any, could not be measured since EEPS is designed to measure particles up 263 
to 600 nm (most engine exhaust particles fall within that range). All NA cases show a larger accumulation 264 
mode with increasing load/decreasing AFR, and a larger nucleation mode with decreasing load/increasing 265 
AFR. The FI cases on the right continue the same trend in general: increase in AFR resulting in substantial 266 
reduction in the accumulation mode relative to NA cases with some exceptions at 3200 RPM. This is 267 
consistent with reduction in smoke opacity at high AFRs. The nucleation mode increases slightly for 75% 268 
and 100% load, but shows mixed trends at lower loads. FI appears to make the nucleation mode narrower 269 
in all cases, and the resulting peaks are consistently located at 10 nm irrespective of their corresponding 270 
NA location. The nucleation mode trends probably do not affect visible smoke since the nucleation mode 271 
particles have insignificant mass and volume. 272 
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Fig 2. Particle concentration measured in the exhaust for naturally aspirated (NA, left) and forced induction (FI, right) at 20 
PSI pressure for 1800 RPM (top row), 2500 RPM (middle) and 3200 RPM (bottom). FI is seen to dramatically reduce the 
accumulation modes at higher loads. Since FI increases exhaust flow rate, a slightly different picture emerges from plots of 
fuel specific particle number (FSPN), see Figure 3.  
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However, comparing particle concentration can be misleading. FI also increased the exhaust flow rate. 274 
Particle emission rate (PN rate) as well as fuel/brake specific PN (FSPN or BSPN) are functions of flow 275 
rate.  Subsequent plots are therefore presented using a fuel specific basis (FSPN). This allows a comparison 276 
between different loads and speeds, and minimizes the effect of the discrepancy in fuel rate between NA 277 
and FI. A logarithmic scale has been used for the x-axis throughout to allow better visualization of the 278 
nucleation mode and its trade-off with the accumulation mode. Identical y-axis limits have been maintained 279 
between NA and FI at every engine speed to allow a better visual comparison.  280 

Figure 3 shows the same results as Figure 2 but on a fuel specific basis (FSPN) instead of particle 281 
concentration. The main difference from Figure 2 is the larger size of the nucleation mode. All NA cases 282 
on the left still show higher nucleation with decreasing load/higher AFR and higher accumulation with 283 
increasing load/lower AFR. With some exceptions, the FI cases still show substantial reduction in 284 
corresponding accumulation modes but significantly higher increases in corresponding peaks of nucleation 285 
mode. At 100% load and 1800 RPM, the accumulation peak decreased about 15 times it’s NA value while 286 
the nucleation peak went up by a factor of 8. Corresponding numbers at 2500 RPM were about 4 and 15, 287 
and at 3200 RPM, about 3 and 2. Hence the effect of extreme AFR’s is somewhat speed dependent; at 100% 288 
load, the lowest speed produced a 15-fold reduction in the accumulation peak, the mid-speed produced a 289 
15-fold increase in the nucleation peak, while the highest speed showed moderate trade-offs. The effects of 290 
FI at lower loads is much more moderate and they show several exceptions to the nucleation-accumulation 291 
trade-off seen at higher loads. At 0% load for example, there is a trade-off in the opposite direction. At 3200 292 
RPM, both modes increase at lower loads. Interestingly, all FI nucleation mode peaks are narrower and 293 
more precisely centered at 10 nm relative to NA cases. Lower variation in the location of the accumulation 294 
peak is also seen. 295 

If particle mass is estimated by assuming spherical particles with uniform density of 1 g/cm3, then the trends 296 
for integrated fuel-specific mass (FSDPM) or brake-specific mass (BSDPM) mimic the trends in 297 
accumulation mode FSPN (since nucleation mode particles have negligible mass): but much more 298 
drastically. For example, BSDPM goes down from 0.87 g/kW-hr to 0.01 g/kW-hr for 100% load at 1800 299 
RPM, a 62-fold reduction. BSDPM reduces by a factor of about 11 and 6 for 2500 RPM and 3200 RPM 300 
respectively. All FI BSDPM’s are below 0.05 g/kW-hr. This is consistent with the disappearance of visible 301 
smoke at high AFRs. The steeper declines in BSDPM relative to FSPN peaks is attributed to the relative 302 
flattening of the PSDs at the largest diameters. 303 

 304 

 305 

 306 

 307 

 308 

 309 

 310 
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Natural Aspiration: 1800 RPM
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Fig 3. Fuel Specific PN per gram of fuel (FSPN) for naturally aspirated (left-hand figures) and forced induction 
(right-hand)  at 1800 RPM (top), 2500 RPM (middle) and 3200 RPM (bottom). Higher AFRs are seen to generally 
reduce accumulation mode particles but increase nucleation mode particle numbers. This trade-off has a smaller 
magnitude at lower loads. Several exceptions exist such as 0% load at 1800 RPM and 3200 RPM . 
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  312 

The observations above are reiterated with Figure 4, which show FI (solid lines) and NA cases (dotted 313 
lines) for all engine speeds on the same plot for 25% load (left) and 100% load (right). For the 100% load 314 
plot on the right, the accumulation peak is speed-dependent for NA, but interestingly FI shifts the 315 
accumulation peaks to the left and locates them consistently within the 60-70 nm range. The degree of 316 
increased nucleation caused by FI is seen to be depend engine speed. A similar trend with smaller trade-317 
offs is seen for the 25% load case on the left with an exception at 3200 RPM, where FI increases both 318 
modes. 319 

Figure 5 shows integrated results to summarize the nucleation-accumulation trade-off. There is some 320 
overlap between the two modes and their locations are speed and load dependent, but 25 nm was chosen as 321 
a representative delineating particle diameter separating the accumulation and nucleation modes for 322 
illustrating the trade-off. Total FSPN below that threshold shows an increasing trend with increasing AFR 323 
(top-left), while the opposite trend (exponential drop-off) is seen for particles>25 nm (top-right) up to a 324 
certain point after which FSPN remains constant. Total FSPN for particles of all sizes (middle-left) shows 325 
mixed results due to reduced accumulation and increased nucleation and with increasing AFR, but the latter 326 
effect dominates at high AFR’s because nucleation does not stop increasing with AFR. The middle-right 327 
plot shows estimated fuel specific mass (FSDPM) for all particles. The trend is similar to that of 328 
accumulation mode particles since nucleation mode particles have insignificant mass. FSDPM shows a 329 
sharper decline with AFR but stays at stable low values at high AFR’S. Estimated brake-specific mass, not 330 
shown here, had an identical trend with FSDPM reducing from 0.87 g/kW.hr at AFR~28 to about 0.01 331 
g/kW-hr at AFR~164. The bottom plot (third row) demonstrates the trade-off directly with the nucleation 332 
mode FSPN plotted against the accumulation mode FSPN. The bottom-left corner of the trade-off (3200 333 
RPM, 50% load) is advantageous in terms of both modes, and NA operation at 3200 RPM offers the best 334 
trade-offs in general. This observation is important for the upcoming discussion following the results 335 
section.  336 

 337 

 338 

Fig 4. The 25% load (left) and 100% load results (right) of Figure 3 plotted with NA and FI on the same plot for all speeds. 
At 100% load, the peak of accumulation mode is speed dependent for NA but not for FI. The magnitude of increase in 
nucleation mode and reduction in accumulation mode caused by FI is speed dependent. The 25% case shows smaller 
changes for the nucleation- accumulation trade-off with an exception at 3200 RPM where both modes increase with FI. 
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Figure 5. Integrated FSPN for particles<25 nm show a continuously increasing trend with AFR (top-left), while larger 
particles drop exponentially and then stay relatively constant (top-right). Integrated FSPN for all particles (middle-left) 
therefore show mixed trends due to this trade-off but increased nucleation at high AFR ultimately dominates because 
decreases in accumulation taper off. When plotted on a mass basis (middle-right), FSDPM follows similar trends as FSPN 
for larger particles, with a sharper initial drop-off.  Bottom plot shows the direct trade-off between nucleation and 
accumulation mode particles. Some points with relatively low emissions of larger as well as smaller particles are marked.   
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3.2 AFR Sweep Results: Results presented so far show a strong relationship with AFR but are confounded 340 
with variation in load, which changes the proportion of pre-mixed and diffusion flame combustion. To 341 
isolate the effect of AFR, load was fixed at 100% and the pressure regulator setting was varied across 0 342 
PSI, 5 PSI, 10 PSI and 20 PSI. Figure 6 shows resulting fuel specific distributions at different speeds. The 343 
pressure setting and resulting AFRs are shown by the legend. It is seen that the nucleation mode keeps 344 
rising with higher AFR, but accumulation mode does not reduce significantly once AFR’s corresponding 345 
to 5 PSI pressure is achieved. At 3200 RPM, the accumulation even increases after 10 PSI. The nucleation- 346 
accumulation trade-off is summarized by the bottom-right plot where total FSPN of particles<25 nm has 347 
been plotted against particles>25 nm. The 5 PSI points produce the lowest FSPN for both kinds of particles, 348 
since the 10 and 20 PSI points only increase nucleation without reducing accumulation significantly. 349 

 350 

Note that the AFR study was performed with a different batch of fuel than the operating map study, and the 351 
PSD’s are not directly comparable. This aspect has been discussed further in the uncertainty analysis 352 
section. 353 
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Fig 6. AFR sweep at 100% load shows continuously increased nucleation with increasing AFR at all speeds (top row and bottom 
left), while the accumulation mode does not significantly decrease beyond the AFRs corresponding to 5 PSI supply pressure. 
Therefore, when particles < 25 nm (x-axis) are plotted against particles > 25 nm (y-axis) ,bottom-right, the 5 PSI points show the 
lowest numbers for both kinds of particles. 
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3.3 In-Cylinder Analysis: In-cylinder pressure traces (average of 50 cycles) and resulting average 354 
temperatures and heat release rates are shown by Figure 7 for 1800 RPM. Other engine speeds had the 355 
same trends. The NA and FI (at 20 PSI) plots are shown by solid and dotted lines respectively, and five 356 
traces corresponding to the five loads are shown and for both cases. The top row shows overall and zoomed-357 
in pressure traces. FI cases are seen to produce peak cylinder pressures (PCP’s) that are between 1.8 times 358 
(100% load) to 2 times (0% load) the corresponding NA PCP’s, due to 2.1-2.2 times higher in-cylinder 359 
mass. The top-right figure zooms into the PCP region. It is seen that FI PCP’s occur slightly earlier than 360 
corresponding NA PCP’s, e.g.  the 100% load FI PCP occurs about 3o prior to the 100% NA PCP. For both 361 
NA and FI, PCP’s occur earlier at lower loads but the difference in NA PCP location and FI PCP location 362 
at the same load stays about the same.  363 

The mid-left plot shows the average cylinder temperatures calculated from the pressure traces. The FI 364 
temperatures are generally somewhat higher prior to combustion, but significantly lower afterwards due to 365 
the higher in-cylinder mass. The difference between NA and FI temperature peaks increase with load 366 
because the FI peaks diverge less than NA peaks which show significant increases with load.  The FI 367 
combustion starts earlier owing to lower ignition delay resulting from the significantly higher pressure. 368 
There is a brief window between -8o to -2o where FI cases have higher temperatures resulting from 369 
combustion, but are quickly overtaken after NA cases combust at around -7.2o. The mid-right plot 370 
compares apparent heat release rates (AHRR) calculated from the pressure and temperature traces. The 371 
location of the pre-mixed spike, as well as start of combustion (SOC) stays relatively constant across load, 372 
but ignition delay is about 5o for the FI cases and about 9o for NA cases. The large dip for the FI cases prior 373 
to SOC is due to the large negative work of compression. The magnitude of the FI pre-mixed spikes are 374 
lower because the lower ignition delay corresponds to lower mass injected till SOC. The total positive area 375 
under the AHRR curve is also approximately 15% lower for the FI cases due to the ~15% lower fuel mass 376 
per stroke. This is because of the extra pump work done by the compressed air on the engine.   377 

The bottom plots show normalized AHRR and cumulative heat release (CHR) plots for 100% load (left) 378 
and 25% load (right). Both plots show a constant difference of 5o in the location of NA and FI pre-mixed 379 
peaks. For the 100% load case, the diffusion/late burn phase is 23o shorter for the FI case, partly due to less 380 
fuel injected. But the CHR curve also show a higher slope for FI during most of the diffusion burn phase 381 
suggesting faster combustion possibly due to excess Oxygen. The pre-mixed phase has similar CHR slope 382 
for FI and NA, perhaps due to excess Oxygen for both cases during that phase. A dip in AHRR and reduction 383 
of the CHR slope is seen for the FI case starting at about -4o,  in between the pre-mixed and diffusion burn 384 
phase. No such dip is seen for the NA case, suggesting that there might be a delay is establishing the 385 
diffusion flame due to the lower cylinder temperature of the FI cases. The 25% case shows a more 386 
precipitous drop in AHRR and a complete flattening of the CHR slope between -5o to 3o. Unlike the 100% 387 
load case, duration of combustion is similar for FI and NA. 388 
 389 
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Fig 7. Top row: Pressure traces show FI achieve 1.8-2 times peak cylinder pressure of NA cases. Middle Row: FI cases 
have a smaller ignition delay than NA cases (right) but result in significantly lower combustion temperatures (left). Bottom: 
The slope of the cumulative heat release (CHR) curve is similar between FI and NA for the pre-mixed phase, but generally 
higher for FI during the diffusion burn phase at 25% load (left) and 100% load (right). FI cases show a flattening of burn 
rate between the pre-mixed and diffusion burn phase. 
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Overall, In-Cylinder Analysis suggests that FI cases have earlier and faster Oxygen rich combustion at 395 
lower temperatures relative to NA cases. 396 
 397 
3.4 Uncertainty Analysis: Figure 8 shows the upper and lower bounds for NA and FI cases at 2500 RPM 398 
and 100% load, for a given batch of fuel. This operating condition was chosen as the repeat point to quantify 399 
random uncertainty, determined by using the t-distribution to find a range of population means from the 400 
repeat data. Systematic error was assumed to be 18% of the sample mean, based on comparative data 401 
between the fast-sizer and CPC counter provided by the manufacturer (TSI application notes-b). The upper 402 
and lower boundaries shown in figure 8 include both the systematic and random error. It can be seen there 403 
is no overlap between the NA and FI cases, i.e., the upper limit of FI accumulation mode is below the lower 404 
limit of NA accumulation mode, and vice-versa for the nucleation mode.  405 

As previously mentioned, in order to eliminate variation due to fuel chemical composition, all FI and NA 406 
comparisons presented so far were made using the same fuel. However, due to storage constraints, different 407 
batches of fuel were required for the engine map traverse, AFR sweep and repeatability study discussed 408 
below.  409 

410 
Figure 9 shows the repeat point recorded over a period of a one year with multiple batches of ultra-low 411 
sulfur diesel fuel procured from the gas station. Considerably more variation exceeding the uncertainty 412 
bounds of the single batch fuel is observed. Yet, there is still no overlap between any FI or NA case recorded 413 
over a time period of one year with multiple batches of fuel. This demonstrates the consistency and 414 
robustness of the nucleation- accumulation trade-off. 415 

Fig 8 : No overlap between NA and FI cases is seen for uncertainty bounds calculated for the same batch of fuel. For 
the accumulation mode, the upper bound of FI is lower than the lower bound of NA. For the nucleation mode, the upper 
bound of NA is lower than the lower bound of FI. All NA and FI comparisons presented were made with the same 
batch of fuel, although different batches were used for different parts of the study 
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416 
There exist however, several additional uncertainties due to losses within the 4-m copper coil sample line 417 
and the EEPS measurement system. As mentioned previously, the coil was required to damp severe 418 
vibrations from the single-cylinder engine during FI operation as the in-cylinder pressure exceeded design 419 
limits (special bolts were used to secure the cylinder head). But the length of the copper coil entailed 420 
significant convective-diffusion and thermophoretic losses. The thermodiluter maintained an approximately 421 
1 L/min flow rate through the sample line for both FI and NA operation. At constant flow rate, the diffusion 422 
losses increase with decreasing particle size, and were calculated to be as high as 40% for 10-nm particles 423 
going down to 3% at 100-nm near the accumulation peaks (Hinds, 1999), the observed peak of the FI 424 
nucleation mode. Note that diffusion losses do not affect the relative changes between NA and FI cases 425 
because of the constant flow rate through the sample line.    426 

Thermophoretic losses due to temperature differences between bulk gas and wall temperature were 427 
calculated according to formulations proposed by Housiadas et. al., 2005, as presented in a simplified guide 428 
by Giechaskiel et. al., 2012. They increase with the temperature difference between bulk gas and wall 429 
temperature, and are almost independent of particle size for the size range of engine exhaust. For NA 430 
operation at 100% load (highest losses), thermophoretic losses were estimated to vary between  26%-34%. 431 
Corresponding FI losses were lower, ranging between 12%-21% because exhaust gas temperatures were 432 
lower. Hence these losses exaggerate the increase in nucleation mode due to FI operation. 433 

A recent study by Giechaskiel et. al., 2019 has found some evidence of particles smaller than the detection 434 
limit of SMPS instruments that then grow in the sample line to particles in the 20-nm range, perhaps due to 435 
desorption from wall deposits. This phenomenon would tend to skew the results in the opposite direction, 436 
i.e. add nucleation particles rather than remove them.  437 

Finally, the results were generated using the EEPS default matrix that converts measured charge distribution 438 
to size distribution. This default inversion matrix, although widely used, has been shown to disagree with 439 
more reliable SMPS measurements for non-spherical particles, see work by Xue et. al., 2015, that compares 440 
the default matrix with an improved new matrix (they report large improvements with the new matrix but 441 
also disagreements between EEPS and SMPS for exhaust with a strong nucleation mode).  442 
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Fig 9 : No overlap between NA and FI cases is seen for the repeat data over a one-year period with different batches of fuel 
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Considering the combined uncertainties associated with EEPS, diffusion losses, thermophoretic losses and 443 
possible growth of nanoparticles in the sample line, the results of the current work should be confirmed by 444 
other researchers with improved measurement capabilities.  445 

4. Discussion: The nucleation-accumulation tradeoff between NA and FI is seen for the majority of 446 
operating conditions over the engine map. Even though FI could reduce accumulation mode PN peaks by 447 
a factor of 15, it could also raise nucleation PN by the same factor. The AFR sweep results show that 448 
accumulation PN dropped sharply with increasing AFR but subsequently remained at a stable low value at 449 
high AFR. This suggests that accumulation mode particles can be significantly reduced but not eliminated 450 
with excess Oxygen. In contrast nucleation mode particles were seen to continuously increase with AFR in 451 
general, with no asymptotic behavior. Nucleation PN rate peaks were seen to vary inversely with average 452 
in-cylinder temperature peaks.  453 

Several researchers such as Filippo and Maricq (2008) have suggested that nucleation particles can have 454 
non-volatile cores, originating possibly from pyrolyzed hydrocarbons or lube oil derived ash. Maricq (2006) 455 
and Sgro et al. (2001, 2003, 2007) have also reported non-volatile nucleation particles < 5 nm from sooting 456 
premixed flames in a laboratory.  For the results presented above, based on 150o C primary dilution, 4000C 457 
evaporation tube prior to secondary dilution, overall dilution ratio of 167, the manufacturer’s claims about 458 
meeting volatile particle removal requirements for European regulations (TSI application notes-a) and also 459 
considering other studies exploring the effects of dilution conditions on PN measurement (Abdul-Khalek 460 
et al. 1999, Rönkkö et al. 2006),  it is reasonable to assume that the majority of nucleation particles were 461 
‘solid’ non-volatile particles. Previously mentioned works by Jung et al. (2003), Pirjola et al. (2015) and 462 
Kim et al. (2020) also suggest a strong influence of  lubricating oil, possibly from partial combustion of the 463 
oil mist created by the piston rings.  464 

465 
In addition to being directly correlated to AFR, the nucleation mode data in the current work was observed 466 
to be inversely correlated to exhaust gas temperature (EGT). This is easily understood by figure 10-left, 467 
which shows the inverse correlation between AFR and EGT.  figure 10-right shows the FSPN nucleation 468 
peaks plotted against exhaust temperature for all FI and NA cases from the operating map study. This 469 
correlation is consistent with other studies that have reported an increasing trend of nucleation particles 470 

Figure 10. Peaks of the nucleation mode FSPN for the operating map study were found to be most strongly correlated to 
exhaust temperature 
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with increased injection pressure, advanced injection timing and lower EGR levels. All of these factors 471 
advance combustion phasing, so combustion products expand to lower exhaust temperatures across a higher 472 
effective expansion ratio. Lähde et al. (2011) reported that an increase in the injection pressure in a heavy-473 
duty diesel engine resulted in an increase in the nonvolatile nucleation mode at medium and high loads, 474 
with no nucleation mode observed at low loads. In a separate work, Lähde et al. (2010) have reported an 475 
increase in non-volatile nucleation mode particles with decreased EGR accompanied by a reduction in 476 
accumulation mode and soot mass in a heavy-duty diesel engine. Filippo and Maricq (2008) have reported 477 
the same trend for a light-duty diesel engine. No work reporting the effect of injection timing on specifically 478 
non-volatile nucleation mode particles could be found, but many researchers have reported increased 479 
nucleation mode particles resulting from advanced timing, e.g. Benajes et al. (2012), Labecki et al. (2013), 480 
Nousiainen et al. (2013) and Wei et al. (2017). Li et al. (2014) have varied injection timing at different 481 
levels of EGR and suggested that low temperature combustion favors the nucleation mode.  482 

Several researchers such as Xu et a. (2014 a) have investigated the morphology of particles using 483 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and found particle size to decrease with increased injection 484 
pressure. Mathis et al. (2005) have used TEM to investigate the effect of injection pressure, injection timing 485 
and EGR on the primary soot diameter, and reported smaller diameter with higher injection pressure, 486 
advanced timing and lower EGR.  They have correlated these effects to higher adiabatic flame temperature 487 
calculated from heat release rate analysis. It was suggested that higher flame temperatures caused more 488 
oxidation thus reducing particle size. However, increased nucleation resulting from higher adiabatic flame 489 
temperature, does not explain the results of the current work (FI cases do not have higher flame 490 
temperatures) or other researchers who have reported higher nucleation mode at lower loads e.g. Li et al. 491 
(2007), Gupta et al. (2010) and Srivastava et al. (2011). Instead, all of the above can be correlated to lower 492 
exhaust temperatures.  Adiabatic flame temperature increases with advanced injection timing, higher 493 
injection pressure and lower EGR, all of which reduce exhaust temperatures. The previously mentioned 494 
study by Reijnders et al. (2018) is perhaps the most comprehensive investigation in the nucleation-495 
accumulation trade-off to date. They independently varied engine load, engine speed, EGR, combustion 496 
phasing and injection pressure for 18 different fuels. They observed increased nucleation and decreased 497 
accumulation with lower load,  lower speed, lower EGR, advanced combustion phasing and higher injection 498 
pressure. Each of these factors, independently varied, lowers exhaust temperature. 499 

Reijnders et al. (2018) have discussed the ‘adsorption hypothesis’ to explain the nucleation-accumulation 500 
trade-off. According to this hypothesis, increased accumulation mode particles allow greater surface area 501 
for adsorption of volatile materials that are precursors of nucleation-mode particles. Any engine conditions 502 
that increase accumulation-mode particles would therefore suppress nucleation mode emissions. Reijnders 503 
et. al. have tabulated eight investigations from literature where nucleation-accumulation trade-off’s have 504 
been noted. Abdul-Khalek et al. (1998), Kittelson et al. (1999), Desantes et al. (2005), Tan et al. (2014), 505 
Giechaskiel et al. (2014), Luo et al. (2015), Lattimore et al. (2016) and Qian et al. (2017) have explained 506 
their results using the adsorption hypothesis but have not provided any direct evidence.   507 

The results of the current study could well join this list. However, based on figure 10 and the preceding 508 
discussion, it is reasonable to speculate that late-combustion temperatures might play a role in the trade-509 
off. Higher temperatures during the late-burning phase of combustion (correlated with higher exhaust 510 
temperatures) might help oxidize nucleation particles and suppress the nucleation mode. Conversely, all 511 
factors that lower late-burning temperatures, by reducing AHRR (lower load) or advance combustion 512 
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phasing (advanced timing, lower engine speed, increased rail pressure, reduced EGR) would lower 513 
temperatures  during the tail-end of combustion and facilitate the nucleation mode. Note that this hypothesis 514 
is similar to the previously mentioned adiabatic flame temperature hypothesis proposed by Mathis et al. 515 
(2005), but is based on late-combustion temperatures.  The adsorption hypothesis does not explain 516 
situations where both accumulation and nucleation modes reduce simultaneously, see figure 6-bottom right.   517 

Figure 10-left shows that the 3200 RPM data has the highest exhaust temperature for the same AFR, 518 
probably owing to retarded combustion phasing at higher speed. According to the ‘late-burning’ hypothesis, 519 
the 3200 RPM data should have the lowest nucleation mode PN, for the same accumulation mode PN 520 
(driven by AFR). Examination of figure 5-bottom reveals that the 3200 RPM NA data is indeed located 521 
more advantageously along the trade-off than the rest of the data. A similar advantage can be seen in the 522 
work of Reijnders et al. (2018), for heptane fuels. They were shown to have the highest ignition delay 523 
relative to all other fuels. This too, can be explained by the late-burning hypothesis. But both observations 524 
are not easily explained by the adsorption hypothesis. 525 

The role of lubricating oil in the formation of nucleation particles is clearly important. Ovaska et al. (2020) 526 
have recently reported that different lube oils produced little change in the accumulation mode but 527 
significant changes in non-volatile nucleation mode particle number. They also performed chemical 528 
analysis of the oils and reported the low particle numbers for lubricants with low Sulphur, Zinc and 529 
Phosphorous content. It is possible that lubricating oil generated ash form the core of the non-volatile 530 
nucleation particles.  531 

Particle formation and Oxidation is a complex process that depends on the local temperature and species 532 
distribution. Although no fundamental understanding of these processes can be made from the AFRs data 533 
presented here, it can be used to calibrate the sensitivities of detailed computational models. The data is 534 
available on request. Other experimentalists are requested to confirm the correlation between exhaust/late-535 
burning temperature and non-volatile nucleation mode emissions and design experiments with improved 536 
measurement capabilities to prove or disprove the effect of late-combustion temperatures on non-volatile 537 
nucleation particles. 538 

From a practical point of view, engineers should be cognizant of PN emissions while adjusting AFR to 539 
meet PM or smoke limits. If the results of this work can be verified, diesel particulate filters might be the 540 
only method to reduce both kinds of emissions. Policy makers should be aware of the environmental 541 
implications of non-road diesel engines used in close proximity to humans. 542 

5. Conclusion: Air-Fuel ratio (AFR) adjustments are widely use to limit smoke and particulate mass 543 
emissions from small non-road diesel engines. However, reduction in particulate mass (PM) can cause an 544 
increase in particle number (PN) emissions. The trade-off between larger particles comprising most of PM 545 
emissions and smaller particles comprising most of PN emissions was studied by injecting externally 546 
compressed air in a small non-road diesel engine. Particle measurements were compared between naturally 547 
aspirated (NA) and forced induction operation (FI) operation while traversing across the engine operating 548 
map. In addition, AFR sweeps were conducted at full load. It was attempted to measure only non-volatile 549 
solid particles. The following points summarize the results: 550 
 551 

 Increased AFR due to FI operation significantly reduced accumulation mode particles  (up to 15 552 
times lower number and 60 times lower mass), but also increased nucleation mode particles by up 553 
to 15 times. Moderate AFR’s produced the best trade-offs with the lowest numbers for both modes. 554 
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 555 
 Accumulation mode PN reduced sharply with increasing AFR but stayed constant beyond a certain 556 

threshold. In contrast, nucleation mode particles kept continuously increasing with increasing AFR 557 
 558 

 In-cylinder combustion analysis revealed that increased AFR during FI operation resulted in lower 559 
ignition delay, an earlier pre-mixed spike, higher burn rates during the diffusion burn period, and 560 
lower average cylinder temperatures due to greater in-cylinder mass.  561 
 562 

 Nucleation mode PN emissions were correlated to higher AFR’s, lower average cylinder 563 
temperatures and lower exhaust temperatures. The negative correlation with exhaust temperature 564 
was found to be broadly applicable to results from other studies that have reported increases in 565 
nucleation mode particles with decreasing load, decreasing EGR, advanced timing and higher 566 
injection pressure, all of which are known to reduce exhaust temperature. It is hypothesized that 567 
nucleation mode particle numbers are oxidized at higher late-combustion temperatures and this 568 
explains the negative correlation with exhaust temperature. However, barring situations where both 569 
modes increase or decrease simultaneously, the nucleation-accumulation trade-off in the current 570 
work can still be explained by the existing ‘adsorption hypothesis’.  571 

 572 
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